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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.Sc. Honours Ist Semester Examination, 2022 

CC1-MATHEMATICS 
CALCULUS, GEOMETRY AND DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks 

GROUP-A 

1. Answer any four questions from the following: 3x4 12 

(a) Find sin' x cos x d. 

(b) Find he points of inflexion, if any, of the curve x =(logy). 

(c) Obtain reduction formula for tan" x d, n being a positive integer, greater 

than 1. 

of the sphere for which the circle (d) Obtain the 

x+y++7y-2z+2 = 0; 2x+3y+4z =8 is a great circle. 
equation 

(e) Find the solution of the differential equation (x +y? +2x) dx + 2ydy = 0. 
() Find the differential equation of all circles, which pass through the origin and 

whose centres are on the x-axis. 

GROUP-B 

2. Answer any four questions from the following: 6x4 24 

(a) (i) State Leibnitz's theorem on successive derivatives 

(i) If y=(sin" x), prove that 4 

1-x)y2-(2n+)xy.-n'y, =0. 

(b) Find the volume of the solid generates by revolving the cardioid r=a(l -cos), 6 

about the initial line. 

6 (c)If'g' is a variable tangent of the conic-=l-ecos 6, show that the locus of the 

circle foot of the perpendicular 
r*(e-1)+2elrcos6 +1" =0. 

from the pole on 'g is the 

3 (d) (i) Show that is an integrating factor of xdy-ydx =0. 

(ii) Solve the differential equation 3 

(xy-eks -y chy =0. 
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a/2 

(e) If = |cosx sin nx dr, show that 207-1)/, =I+(n-2)/, and hence deduce 
0 

that = 
n-1| 

(1) Solve the differential equation 3+3 

)(r+ycos )d=xcos dy 

i)=sin(r+ y) dr 

GROUP-C 

3. Answer any hwo questions from the following: 12x2 24 

(a) ) Find the rectilinear asymptotes of the curve 6+6 

x+r'y-xy°-y'+x-y' =2. 

ii) If , =|" tanx dr, then show that 

(+1, +(n-1/=-
(b) (i) 4+4+4 Find the values of a, ß such that 

asin 2x-Bsin x lim 

ii) Find lim 
tan x/r 

x0 x 

(ii) If y= sin ax, a is constant, then show that 

=d sinl ax+ neN. 
Find the surface area of the solid generated by revolving the cycloid 

x=a(0-sin 6), y =a(1-cos6) about its base. 

i) Solve the differential equation 

(c) i) 6+6 

e an + = 
dr (1+ 1+ 

(d) Solve the differential equation 6+6 

6i) y'+yly-x 
Ax 

(ii) xcosx+ ylxsin x + cos x) =I. 
dx 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGAL 
B.Sc. Honours 1st Semester Examination, 2022 

CC2-MATHEMATICS 

ALGEBRA 
Full Marks: 60 Time Allotted: 2 Hours 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks 

GROUP-A 

3x4 12 1. Answer any four questions: 

3 (a) If T: R' » R and T(x, X2, X,) = r +x2+ x then show that T is not a Linear 

Transformation. 
3 b) Ifa, b, x are real and mod(a+ib) = 1, prove that (a +ib)" is purely real. 

(c) A relation p on Z is defined by p = {(a, b)e Z* Z: a-h is divisible by 7). Show 

that p is an equivalence relation. 

3 

3 (d) If +3px + q has a factor of the form (x-a). then show that g +3p' =0. 

(e) Prove that n(n+1)?> 4n! where n be a positive integer greater than 1. 3 

3 () Determine the rank of the matrix 

(1 2 1 0 

8 2 4 6 

3 6 6 3 

GROUP-B 

6x4 24 2 Answer any four questions: 

(a) Obtain the fully reduced normal form of the matrix 

(0 012 1 

3 10 3 

26 4 2 8 
3 9 4 2 10 

6 (b) If logsin(x + iy) =u +iv (0< x < T), prove that 

) 5log (cosh y -cos x) 

(ii) v= tan " (cot r tanh y) 

(c) Ifabe a non-real root of x' = 1. find the equation whose roots are 

(+). (a* +a), (a+*). 
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6 (d) Find the eigenvalues and the corresponding eigenvectors of the following real 

matrix. 

6 

6 (e) Ifa, b, c, d are positive and not all equal then prove that 

3 3 3 16 3 

b+c+d c+d+a d+a+b a+b+c a+b+c+d 

3+3 (D ) Find the least positive residues in 3h (mod 77). 

il) If a mapping f:A>R, by A = {x|0<x< 1} is defined where 

2x xE A then show that f is bijective. f)-12x-1 
GROUP-C 

12x2 24 3 Answer any two questions: 

6 (a) i) State and prove Division algorithm. 

6 i) The matrix of a Linear transformation T: R° - R' relative to the ordered 

(1 2 2 
basis {(-1, 1, 1). (1,-1, 1). (1, 1,-1)} of R' is 1 3. Find T(x, y, 2), 

3 3 6 

where (x, y, z)E R*. Is Tinvertible? 

(b) )Solve the biquadratic equation by Ferrari's method: 

x+2x-7x-8x+12=0. 
(i) Prove that the product of any m consecutive integers is divisible by m. 

(iii) Find all values of (-i)". 

(c) i) f the roots a, B, y of the equation x' +qx+r=0 are in A.P., show that the 

rank of the matrix B Y a is 2. 

of the equatio x" -1=0, then prove that 5 (i) If o. a2,, , are n distinct 

(a+ba)(a +be,)-(4+ba,) = a' +(-1)"6". 

Cii) Prove that 3.4 = 3 (mod 9) for all positive integer n. 

(d) G) Determine the conditions for which of the following system of linear equations 
x+2y+z = 
2x+y+3z =b 

Xtay +3z = b+1 

has (A) Unique solution, (B) No solution and (C) nany solutions. 

i) Find the inverse of the given matrix A by using Cayley Hamilton theorem: 

2 
6 

2 3 
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UNIVERSITY OF NORTH BENGALL 
B.Sc. Programme 1st Semester Examination, 2022 

DSC1/2/3-P1-MATHEMATICs 
CALCULUS AND GEOMETRY 

Time Allotted: 2 Hours Full Marks: 60 

The figures in the margin indicate full marks 

GROUP-A /fa1-7/HE-7 
Answer any four questions of the following: 3x4 12 

Evaluate lim(+x--) 

lim+x--3) 

(6) If u = sin ax +cosax. Show that u, = a"{l+(-1)" sin 2x}/2 
17 u = sin ax +cos ax , DRA ANe A, 4, = "'{1+(-1)"'sin 2x 
2fu = sin ax + cos x T, TIT u, = a"'{l+(-I" sin 22x 

(c) Find the area of the curve, 

(d) If , = |sin'x de . where 'n is a positive integer, prove that , =+I, for 

n>2. 

z/2 
= sin"x dr ARIA n' ai 9G KA9R R*T, TRA 211 

r2 
yTEI 9Has qif 'n' zR I, = |sin"x d H{ n>2 i r 

0 
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(e) Find the angle of rotation of the axes 
for which the equation 

x* -y' =a 

reduce to xy=c. 
Determine c-. 

() If y=emsn", show that (1-x*)y, - x-my=0. 

7 y=e"in , DRA ae (1-x*)y, -xy 
-m*y=01 

, HTT T (1-x)y -7 -my=0. 

GROUP-B/fqSn1/E-U 

6x4=24 
Answer any four questions from the following: 

asin 2x-bsin x 1 (a) Find a,b in order that lim 
r0 

asin 2.x-bSin x , URT a R b-47 A | 
lim-

a sin 2x-bSin x q, a, b HA AUy R| 

(b) If y+y =2x, prove that (r-1)y+2 +(2n+ 1)xy,+1 +(n-m*)y, =0 . 

+y = 2x , ORUN1 

(-1),-2+(2n + 1)xy +-m)y, =0 

f +ym=2x «{. (*-Dyn+2 + (2n + Dxy,+l +(n-m*y, =0 z 
HTT TR| 

()If L= [x" tan xd, (n> 2), then prove that (n+1)/, +(n-1)/,* 
0 

=xtan xdk, (n> 2) , RA I (n+1)I, + (n-1)/,=-

f,=x tanx de, (n>2) *T, TU TR (n+1)1, +(n-1)/, 

(d) Find the asymptotes of the curve x' -6x'y+1 lay -6y*+x+y+1=0. 
-6xy +1 lxy -6y' +x+y+]=0 Aa Asymptotes 
ge-6xy+1 lxy -6y' +x+y+l =0 yfkrete fAufy TRI 
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(e) Show that the spheres x*+y+z-2x-4y-4z = 0 and 

x+y +z* +10x +2z + 10 = 0 touch each other externally. Find the point of 

contact. 

GTRte r +y +z*-2ax-4y-42 = 0 +y +?+10x +2z+ 10=0 

sSTER TET *+y+z-2x-4y-4z 0 aM 

x+y+z*+10x+2z +10 = 0 yaTast a HTUT TR| 

( Trace the curve : (x+3)(«*+ y') = 4. 

(x+ 30 +)=4 9TNT YA (Trace) 
7(+3)a*+y)=4 fa T5 

GROUP-c/ frss-1/E-T 
Answer any two questions from the following: 12x2 24 

(a) (i) Find a reduction formula for (sin" xcos" xde, where m, ne N. Hence find 6+2 

a reduction formula for sin"xcos"xde. 

sin" xcos" x dx -43 Z (reduction formula) Aa T m, ne N. 

/2 
H sin"xcos"xdx-9 2M 9 (reduction formula) FE I 

sin" xcos" x dx, m, ne N AT reduction a fuy I TH TS 

n/2 
sin" x cos" xde 7 reduction AUy TRI 

4 
ii) If y=2cosx(sin x-cosx), then find 0 at x =0. 

y= 2cosx(sin x- cosx) , URT * =0 C 93 afasi a 

af y=2 cosx(sin x-cosx) ¥Y, x=0 T H fAufy T*| 

2 
and also find the equation of 

(b) (i) Find the nature of the conic r=-

4+ cos6 

directiries 
2 

- 4 conic-9 nature F1 9R ARNT (dircctrix) TN49 
r-

4+cos 

ppf frufq r ufA directiries uf fAufy 
4+ cos6 
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(i) Find the equation of the sphere for which the circle 

x+y +z+7y-2z +2 0, 2x+3y+4z = 8 is a great circle. 

+y+z2+7y-2z +2 = 0 

2x+3y+4z =8 gid qP great 3 

X+y' +zi+7y-2z +2 0, 2x+3y +4z =8 geET TETT qT * *T 

6 
Discuss the nature of the conic 4x2-4xy+ y+2x-26y +9 =0 and 

reduce it to its canonical form. 
(c) (i) 

4x-4xy+y' +2x-26y +9= 0 9 conic-foa nature TCIDiI P 

R A6 canonical form reduce A KGI 

Dfe 4-4xy+y +2x-26y +9 =0 upf vaa T THOT 

canonical 5yHT yRurT RI 

6 Find the volume of the solid obtained by revolving the cyclord 

X= a(0 + sin @), y= a(l +cos4) about its base. 

X=a(0+sin 6), y= a(l + cos0) 4 Cycloid-f6RIA IMTTa CT 

i) 

31794T sGITAT FTT ITTs x=a(0 + sin 6) , y=afl +cos 6) FI 

Prove that the curves 1, cut orthogonally if 6 (d) () 

a-b=a-b'. 

=l 4ERI orthogonally (T 

a-b=a -b' I 

=1 sa+=1 q BYHT (orthogonally) fèrs 
a 

af a-b=d-b yHTT TR| 

6 (ii) If y=x"(ne N), then show that y, =2"'[1 3 5.-(2n-1)]x". 

f y=(ne N) , ERGNS A y, =2'1 3.5-(2n -1)*". 

af y=x" (nEN) 4g, YATT R, y, =2"[1:3.5.(2n-1)x" 1 
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